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BAR - Brazilian Administration Review is the flagship journal of ANPAD (The Brazilian Academy of Management, www.anpad.org.br) dedicated to the international community. Its mission is to contribute to deeper understanding of theories in administration, management, and organizations, and their implications for practice. BAR will achieve its mission by means of a world-class editorial process from document review to publication, by welcoming radical contributions to theory development or to the understanding of theories in particular contexts, and by disseminating studies developed in all regions of the planet.

BAR publishes documents within the interests of business and public administration, management science, and organization studies. Diverse theoretical and methodological perspectives are welcome as long as they contribute to advancing the frontiers of a specific theoretical tradition and are also insightful to practice. Prospective authors should note that studies with blurred boundaries between what is inherent to organization studies and what may be framed within the interests of, for instance, anthropology and sociology will be rejected. Symptomatically, a large body of research has been misguiding organization scholars. The same policy applies to studies that are not fully characterized within another scholarly field but whose main interests concern isolated issues, such as culture, gender, race, performance, impact, and the like. BAR's editorial scope for research articles does not include teaching cases, theoretical essays, opinion papers, purely applied practitioner-oriented technical material, and replication studies. As for the latter, replication is here conceived in broad terms, including the testing of theories (confirmation/refutation of previous findings), contextualization studies (application of scales to a different context) and perspective studies (collection of data from a different demographic group). Systematic literature reviews will be considered only if they address issues of contemporary interest both for theory development and application in organizations. Before submitting your systematic literature review, BAR recommends authors to read two papers on how to develop compelling literature reviews: 1 and 2.

The target audience of BAR is the global scholarly community in all interests of business and public administration. Documents of interest for a BAR issue include editorial prefaces (section “Editorial”), interviews with renowned scholars (section “Interview”), original studies (section “Research articles”) and outstanding opinion articles that challenge current paradigms or describe unique experiences on the application of theories (section “Thinking Outside the Box”). All submitted documents must be unpublished and not be under consideration for publication in any other venue. Previous publication as a preprint or in conference proceedings would not violate the originality requirements, but we recommend that all situations are first discussed with the editorial office and informed in the cover letter upon submission. **Submissions can be made in English or Portuguese.** However, if the manuscript in Portuguese is accepted for publication, the authors will send the full version of the manuscript in the English language (with proper vernacular quality and content) to BAR. The manuscripts will be **published only in English**, given the journal's internationalization process. Prospective authors are asked to read BAR articles before preparing their own submissions. Beginning January 1st, 2007, ANPAD periodicals have set a limit of two to the number of articles submitted to BAR per author per year, regardless of the author's position in authorship. As such, if any author who has not submitted an article to BAR in any given year submits an article co-authored by someone who has already submitted two articles to the same journal that year, the submitted article will be automatically returned to the authors.

BAR abides by the editorial principles of **Best Practices in Scientific Publication** and **Code of Ethics**, an initiative of ANPAD to help Brazilian journals achieve high visibility and impact as research resources in the fields of Administration and Accounting. Before submission, authors should read those documents and agree to follow ANPAD’s principles of ethical research and publication. BAR is also a member of, and subscribes to the principles of, the **Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE)** and **San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA)**. BAR is a fully open-access journal and does not charge authors, readers or institutions in any way. Also, it does not organize special issues as per the request of individuals, institutions or conferences.
DIRECTIONS FOR SUBMISSION

BAR uses ScholarOne Manuscripts (http://mc04.manuscriptcentral.com/bar-scienol) for document submission, double-blind peer review, editorial decisions, and editorial team management. Documents should be thus submitted electronically, after the user creates his or her account in the platform. To create your account, please follow the on-screen instructions, filling in the requested information. Your username will be your preferred email address. During account creation, you may be given the option to associate an ORCID iD with the account by either registering for a new ORCID iD or retrieving a current ORCID iD. We encourage all authors to register for ORCID, a non-profit, transparent, community-based effort to give all research activity a unique identifier. ORCID iD is mandatory for accepted articles.

When you log in, you are taken to the Welcome page, where you will find the Author Center link. After selecting the Author Center link, you will find the Author Dashboard, where you begin the manuscript submission process: Start New Submission. Complete all fields and browse to upload two files (check steps below). You can track the status and view the details of all your manuscripts in the journal’s ScholarOne Manuscripts site. Online training documentation is available through the Get Help Now link at the top right of all journal site pages. As part of the submission process, it is necessary to declare to which category your article should be placed in within the fields below. This information is required at Step 3 – Attributes. BAR’s editorial scope for research articles does not include teaching cases, theoretical essays, opinion papers or purely applied practitioner-oriented technical material.

Accounting; Entrepreneurship; Finance & Economics; Human Resources & Labor Relations Management; Management Information Systems & Decision Support; International Business; Logistics, Operations & Supply Chain Management; Marketing; Organization Studies; Public Administration; Science, Technology & Innovation Management; Social & Environmental Management; and Strategy.

Documents that are not in compliance with the criteria and technical characteristics requested by ANPAD Academic Journals, based upon the section to which they are submitted, will not be accepted.

Steps for article submission

1. A submission that does not comply with journal requirements will be returned to the authors for corrections.

2. Submit a manuscript in seven steps. Follow ScholarOne instructions carefully (https://mc04.manuscriptcentral.com/bar-scienol).

3. Provide information about the authors as requested by the system. The addresses, e-mail addresses and ORCID of all authors must be provided. The contact author is asked to inform a mobile telephone number as well. There should be no more than five authors per article. Authors need to observe that the following individuals cannot submit papers to BAR: (a) members of ANPAD’s Presidential Board; (b) BAR’s Editor-in-Chief; (c) BAR’s Senior Editors; and (d) members of the journal’s Editorial Policy Committee.

4. Attention in Step 2 – File upload. First make sure you have a Word file from which the title page (including author name and affiliation and any acknowledgments or author notes) has been removed. Upload only two files: the Main Document and the Summary Page, in MS Word format.

5. Research articles submitted to BAR are expected to have around 10,000 words including everything except the structured abstract (which is submitted separately – Summary page). Slightly larger articles can be processed, especially if reviewers ask for additional information. As per final
publication, authors may be requested by the editorial office to reduce their articles to fit the 10,000-word limit, thus it is advisable to be near to that limit from the beginning.

6. Submit the **Main Document** as a complete text without any identification of the authors, including: the title; the abstract (containing the objective, methods, results, and conclusions; this text can be a maximum of 1,350 characters, including spaces); three to five keywords; and the references list.

7. The second file is called **Summary Page** and is part of the 1st stage evaluation of your article (Desk Review assessment). This Summary is not the abstract of your Main Document. Please, answer all questions below. Responses should be submitted as supplementary file without identification of the authors. This summary should not exceed one page and include:

   a) Research objectives (500 characters with spaces): What are the research question(s) and main objectives?

   b) Theoretical framework (500 characters with spaces): What theories and conceptual models are supporting your explanatory model, if any, and guiding your selection of variables?

   c) Methodological design/approach (850 characters with spaces): What is your research strategy, and why does it seem appropriate given the research question(s) and the theoretical framework? What data collection and data analysis procedures were used and why? [If appropriate] How can your population and sample be characterized? What precautions were taken in order to assure the validity of the study’s constructs?

   d) Main findings (500 characters with spaces): What are the main results that can be drawn from your research? Do they help you test your study’s hypotheses or research propositions? Are they well supported by theoretical arguments? Do they corroborate or otherwise conflict with past results?

   e) Research limitations (500 characters with spaces): What aspects might limit, or somehow question, the conclusions you have reached?

   f) Contributions to academic knowledge, to managerial practice and/or to public policy (500 characters with spaces): What is novel and rich about your research and what does it add to our current stock of (theoretical, empirical or methodological) knowledge on the subject? How can academicians, practitioners or public policy-makers benefit from this study?

   g) Keywords (150 characters with spaces): Indicate from three to five keywords.

8. At Step 6 – **Details & Comments**, the authors must inform the classification of the document according to JEL codes both in the cover letter and in the main document after the Abstract and Keywords. The JEL classification system originated with the Journal of Economic Literature and is widely used in scholarly resources in the field of Economics and related ones. Please access the JEL codes at: [https://www.aeaweb.org/jel/guide/jel.php](https://www.aeaweb.org/jel/guide/jel.php). Use that guide to gain insight on how to classify your work accordingly. The authors may also decide not to include a code if there is no appropriate match. In this case, please inform “JEL nonadherent”. At Step 6, in the option “Upload Cover Letter”, please upload two files: the filled **Open Science Compliance Form**, and another file with the Cover Letter.

The cover letter and the revision letter are essential parts of your paper submission. Both letters are mandatory as part of the editorial process, and they allow the authors to talk directly to the editors about their study and other relevant issues. In the first submission of a paper, the cover letter should be helpful to the editors in informing certain details, such as how the study is connected to BAR’s publishing tradition and interests, how the study is connected to the authors’ previous works and background, what is the story behind the study, and other issues
that help the editors anticipate the potential quality, contribution and fit of the submitted paper. The cover letter may contain the identification of authorship, as only the editors have access to it. In its turn, the revision letter is submitted along with each revised version of a paper, thus being dependent on the progress of the paper through the editorial process. The revision letter should be anonymous and provide detailed answers to the editors and reviewers in terms of the authors’ decisions and corresponding actions regarding each and every review note.

The Open Science Compliance Form must be correctly filled and attached alongside the Cover Letter (in separate files).

9. Works that represent the publication of the same research with a different focus (for distinct audiences), or that have been previously presented in conferences or as a preprint, should explicitly mention such facts at the moment of submission. Any other relevant information should also be included in the cover letter.

10. ANPAD Journals do not use footnotes. Use the least number of endnotes possible, numbering them sequentially in the body of the text and including them at the end of the article (endnotes), before the list of references. A maximum of 6 endnotes is recommended.

11. Please see that BAR is devoted to global readership in English. As such, we cannot accept bibliographical references in other languages when equivalent in-English sources are available. Please make sure that you use only sources in English throughout your paper OR please include sources in English along with the sources in other languages in each citation, except for when it is not possible at all.

12. BAR demands that authors present, at the moment of submission, the necessary permissions to use any material protected by copyright – for example, illustrations, artwork and photographs, including any materials from online sources. In order to reproduce copyrighted contents, the authors must obtain written permission from the owners of the rights and send the permissions to BAR’s Editorial Office. Permission is not necessary for significantly adapted content (but full citation to the source remains mandatory).

13. All prospective authors and authors of papers published in BAR in the preceding two years should be available to collaborate with at least one review if needed.

14. The authors can continue to Step 7 – Review & Submit, in order to conclude the submission. Review the information for correctness and make changes as needed. After reviewing the manuscript proofs, you must click ‘Submit’ to complete your submission.

Analysis of submitted documents – evaluation procedure

Submitted documents are sent for evaluation after being verified for adherence to the editorial formatting and style. After this first analysis, article evaluation consists of two stages. In the first, the Editor-in-chief and an Associate Editor, chosen by the Editor-in-chief based upon the article’s thematic and methodological affinity, verify the relevance of the submitted article, its adequacy for the journal’s editorial scope, and other aspects including originality and contribution to the area of submission. Only articles the editors consider relevant to the academic community, and in particular, to the journal’s audience, proceed to further stages of evaluation. The articles that are approved during this first stage of analysis (desk-review) are sent to double blind review by at least two reviewers indicated by the Associate Editor.
Important notes

In order for the publication of documents, the authors must sign a Transfer of Copyright Form, which will be sent to the authors by e-mail, reserving the rights, including for translation, to BAR.

- The institution and/or any of the editorial contingencies of this publication are not responsible for the opinions, ideas and concepts put forth in the texts: they are the complete responsibility of the authors.
- All papers are published under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.
- There are no charges to submit, publish or read articles. BAR also does not sell contents.
- BAR uses iThenticate as the plagiarism detection tool.

Document formatting

For the initial submission, the authors are free to decide about the layout of papers. BAR understands that the focus of analysis should be a paper’s contents, not presentation. However, as per the usual preference of reviewers, we suggest that the authors consider the following format:

**Text-editing software**  MS-Word for Windows 2010 or later

**Paper**  A-4 (29,7 x 21 cm)

**Margins**  1 inch (2.5 centimeters)

**Font type**  Times New Roman, Calibri, Arial, Verdana, or Tahoma (including titles, abstract and reference list)

**Font size**  10 or 11 points

**Line spacing**  1,5 (including titles, abstract, and reference list)

**Paragraph indentation**  Optional, or include a blank line between paragraphs

**Paragraph alignment**  Fully justified (left and right margins)

**Pagination**  Include the number of pages in the upper right

**Bold and Underline**  Do not use bold or underline to emphasize words

**Italics**  Italics may be used to emphasize a particular word, such as in the first occurrence or definition of a key concept

**Title**  The title of articles should be as concise as possible and address the main theoretical tradition, model or constructs of the study as well as how the study distinguishes from other studies in the field. Do not use abbreviations. It should be placed at the beginning of the work, uppercase only in main words, without identifying the authors

**Abstract**  The abstract can be a maximum of 1,350 characters, including spaces
Double quotation marks Used for direct quotes as well as statements taken from interviews

Single quotation marks Used within double quotation marks to separate material that was within quotation marks in the original source

Writing Texts with one author may be written in first person singular or third person impersonal. Texts with more than one author may be written in first person plural or third person impersonal

Abbreviations and acronyms Use parentheses to introduce an abbreviation or acronym

Brackets Use brackets to separate material within parentheses or text inserted in a citation by another person who is not the original author

Sections and subsections Add increasing, multilevel numbers indicating section and subsections, before their titles, which should follow the following format:

1 ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION WITHIN COMPANIES
   (Title with all words in upper case, justified, and in bold – preceded and followed by a blank line.)

1.1 Environmental education within companies
   (Title with the first letter of the first word in upper case, justified, and in bold – preceded and followed by a blank line.)

1.1.1 Environmental education within companies
   (Title with the first letter of the first word in upper case, justified, in bold and in italic – preceded and followed by a blank line.)

1.1.1.1 Environmental education within companies
   (Title with the first letter of the first word in upper case, justified, in bold, italic and underscored – preceded and followed by a blank line.)

Article length Research articles submitted to BAR are expected to have around 10,000 words. Thinking Outside the Box are expected to have around 4,000 words.

Acknowledgments Authors may include acknowledgments as long as they don’t reveal their identity. Otherwise, authors should include the acknowledgments after approval.

Interviews

An interview is a conversation between two or more people – the interviewer and the interviewee(s) – seeking to build a discourse on a particular subject matter.

BAR accepts interviews with renowned researchers in Applied Social Sciences. Interviews should be formatted following the same document formatting as for research article submission (please see above).

In field Cover letter of the submission form, you should include a short presentation of the main topic of the interview and the objectives.
• Step – File upload

Send two files. The first - Summary Page - should comprise a brief text with data about the interviewee, including information about their vitae, the institution with which they are affiliated, a summary of their scientific production, academic education, among other things. Remember that the interviewer information has already been filled out in the submission form (author).

The second file - Main Document - is the interview text, which should be elaborated in a question and answer format. The text is expected to have around 3,000 words.

• Interview analysis

Submitted interviews will pass through an initial evaluation by the Editor-in-chief. Depending upon the theme, the Editor-in-chief will indicate an Associate editor to perform the interview analysis and recommend whether or not to publish the interview. The journal reserves the right to propose modifications that contribute to greater text clarity.

For publication, the author/interviewer should sign a document relinquishing authorial rights and also present a declaration from the interviewee, confirming their authorization of publication of the interview. These physical documents should be mailed via postal service.

Thinking outside the box

Thinking outside the box (TOB) is a highly selective section of BAR documents, where reputed scholars discuss emergent ideas, controversies in the field, statistical data from the industry and practical experiences with organizational theories and models in unique situations. Such articles are usually submitted as per an invitation by BAR's editors, but authors may also submit articles voluntarily. All articles are reviewed by a pool of editors before being accepted for publication.

TOB articles do not follow the typical structure of research articles in terms of how the ideas are organized in sections, and they also do not include a methodological discussion. Instead, they are more like articles in professional magazines, where authors communicate their views more directly to explain unusual ideas or discuss data from practice.

The suggested size of TOB articles is about 4,000 words, with sections including a 200-word summary, a review of the theoretical tradition or practical domain where the article is positioned, the author's claims and propositions, an agenda for research or practice, and bibliographical references (limited to a minimum) in order to contextualize the argument. A "statement of academic standing of the authors" must be submitted along with the main document (as a supplemental file not for review) describing their most relevant academic achievements. When submitting your article, please upload a blank page for the mandatory file type ‘Summary page’.

Please find below some hints on how to improve your TOB proposal:

1) Having a figure or table summarizing the conceptual framework or practical intervention improves how a TOB paper communicates to readers. Remind that TOB papers should efficiently/parsimoniously communicate a potentially paradigmatic view of organizations or managerial action. Visual resources are thus helpful.

2) Please avoid proposals that pertain to borderline disciplines such as Sociology, Anthropology, Psychology, and the like. Please assure that you are discussing Organization/Management issues.

Please use only (reputed) bibliographical references that are available in English. Exceptions should be strongly justified in the cover letter. TOB papers should engage the audience in challenging extant
organizational/managerial paradigms, thus the bibliographical references must be useful in this intent.

Tables and figures

Tables and Figures should be used, according to the APA style (2010), when they allow the author to present a larger quantity of information to the reader, in a more efficient and more easily understood manner than in text, as long as it does not replicate the information already included in the text. Therefore, any information that is not in textual form should be in the form of a TABLE or FIGURE (that is, terms such as graphic, map, fluxogram, design, photograph, etc. should not be used).

According to the APA style (2010), tables normally “show numerical values or textual information (e.g., lists of stimulus words) arranged in an orderly display of columns and rows. A figure may be a chart, a graph, a photograph, a drawing, or any other illustration or nontextual depiction” (APA, 2010, p. 125). Tables are usually characterized by a line-column structure; thus, other types of illustrations, which differ from this characteristic, should be labeled figures.

Tables

Tables should be inserted in the body of the text, soon after their reference or citation. For the sake of word count (paper size), please consider a half-page table as representing 300 words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text-editing software</th>
<th>Word for Windows 2010 or later</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If the authors developed their tables using any other programs, such as Excel, please redo the tables using Word</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font type and size</td>
<td>Times New Roman, Calibri, Arial, Verdana, or Tahoma, 10 point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line spacing</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacing before and after</td>
<td>3 pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colors</td>
<td>Optional, but preferably use gray scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Table titles should be brief, clear and explanatory. They should be placed above the table, in the upper left corner, and just below the word Table (with the first letter upper case), accompanied by a designated number. The tables should be presented with sequential Arabic numbers within the text, such as: Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citation</td>
<td>To cite tables in the text body, simply write the number referring to the table, for example: Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, etc. Never write 'table below', 'table above', or ‘table on page XX’, because the numeration of the article pages might be altered during formatting for publication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table notes</td>
<td>Tables can have three kinds of notes: general notes, specific notes, and probability notes. The notes are presented in the left margin (without indentation) below the table (between the table and the note there should be two spaces). They should be ordered in the following sequence: general notes, specific notes, and probability notes. Each type of note should be presented in a new line. “Notes are used to eliminate repetition within the body of the table” (APA, 2010, p. 138).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General note</td>
<td>“A general note qualifies, explains, or provides information relating to the table as a whole and ends with an explanation of any</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tables reproduced from another source

Examples

Specific note: Refers to one column, line or item in particular, and should be indicated by lower case, superscript letters (a, b, c). See example in Table 1.

Probability note: indicates the results of significance tests and is indicated by an asterisk (*) or other superscript symbol. See example in Table 2.

These should be presented in a general note below the table, giving the complete source, even if it is an adaptation

It is the author's responsibility to obtain written permission from the owners of the publishing rights to reproduce extracts from other copyright works and send these permissions to our editorial office


The basic components of a Table presented in the APA Manual (2010) are shown in the following model:

**Table X**

**Numbers of children with and without proof of parental citizenship**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Girls</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Boys</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With</td>
<td>Without</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>With</td>
<td>Without</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>240</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>281</td>
<td>232</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>251</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>290</td>
<td>264</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>260</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>306</td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>878</td>
<td>751</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>877</td>
<td>717</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>189</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>210</td>
<td>199</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>194</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>236</td>
<td>210</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>216</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>239</td>
<td>213</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>599</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>685</td>
<td>622</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A specific note appears on a separate line below any general notes; subsequent specific notes are run in.

* A Probability note (p value) appears on a separate line below any specific notes; subsequent probability notes are run in.

Other example

Table 1

Hierarchical multiple regression analyses predicting postabortion positive well-being from preabortion social support and preabortion social conflict with mother, partner, and friend

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of social support and social conflict</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Partner</th>
<th>Friend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predictor</td>
<td>$\Delta R^2$</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$\Delta R^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>.13*</td>
<td>.10***</td>
<td>.10***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control variables*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>.16***</td>
<td>.19***</td>
<td>.22***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive affect</td>
<td>.31***</td>
<td>.32***</td>
<td>.35***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative affect</td>
<td>-.25***</td>
<td>-.27***</td>
<td>-.30***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.05***</td>
<td>.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social support</td>
<td>.17*</td>
<td>.17***</td>
<td>.08†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social conflict</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>-.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social support X Social conflict</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>-.00</td>
<td>-.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total $R^2$</td>
<td>.32***</td>
<td>.33***</td>
<td>.34***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


*Control variables included age, race, education, marital status, religion, abortion history, depression history, and prior mental health counseling.

†p < .10. *p < .05. ***p < .001.

Figures

In accordance with the APA style (2010), Figures can be:

- a chart, a graph, a photograph, a drawing, or any other illustration or nontextual depiction. At times the boundary between tables and figures may be unclear; however, tables are almost always characterized by a row-column structure. Any type of illustration that a table is referred to as a figure (APA, 2010, p. 125).

We advise authors to check their manuscripts for possible breaches of copyright law and secure the necessary permissions before submission. Permission Grants (PGs) are needed at the time of submission if the manuscript contains extracts (including illustrations, artwork and photograph) from other copyright works (this includes material from online or intranet sources). It is the author’s
responsibility to obtain written permission from the owners of the publishing rights to reproduce such extracts and send these permissions to our editorial office, by mail.

Figures should be inserted in the body of the text, soon after their reference or citation. For the sake of word count (paper size), please consider a half-page figure as representing 300 words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Font type and size</th>
<th>Times New Roman, Calibri, Arial, Verdana, or Tahoma, 10 point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line spacing</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color in figures</td>
<td>Optional, but preferably use gray scale and high resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formatting</td>
<td>It is the author’s responsibility to ensure that figures are provided at a sufficiently high resolution (+ 500 dpi) to ensure high quality reproduction in the final article. All image files should be in TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) or EPS (Encapsulated PostScript) formats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Times New Roman, Calibri, Arial, Verdana, or Tahoma, 10 point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explain the figure in a concise but descriptive way. The title should be placed below the figure, according to the APA (2010), as a legend, and numbered with sequential Arabic numbers within the text, preceded by the word 'Figure’ (with the first letter upper case). Ex.: Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3, etc. After the title, any other necessary information needed to clarify the figure should be added to the legend, such as: units of measurement, symbols, scales, abbreviations, and sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legend</td>
<td>Legends are used to explain the symbols used in the figure and should be placed within the limits of the figure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size and proportions</td>
<td>Figures should be adjusted to the journal’s dimensions. Therefore, any figure should be created or inserted into the article in a manner that allows it to be reproduced to the width of the columns or pages for the journal where it will be submitted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citations</td>
<td>In order to cite figures in the body of the text, merely write the number referring to the figure, for example: Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3, etc. (the word ‘Figure’ should be written with the first letter upper case). Never write ‘figure below’, ‘figure above’, or ‘figure on page XX’, because the page numbers in the article might be changed during formatting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figures reproduced from another source</td>
<td>Figures reproduced from another source should include, below the table, the complete source, even if it is an adaptation. Remember to secure the necessary permissions to reproduce figures before submission.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Example of a figure:

**Figure 3.** Similarity of researchers based on the cited authors

In the Figure 3 to facilitate the visualization of the network, only ties with higher degrees of similarity are represented (greater than 0.3). For the same reason, researchers belonging to the peripheral components are also excluded, with only the members of the five largest remaining.


---

### Citations and references

**Citations** in the text body should include the author’s last name, the date of publication, and page number (if necessary), as conforms to the APA style (2010).

The **reference** list should include complete data for all authors cited, presented in alphabetical order at the end of the text, in accordance with the American Psychological Association style (APA, 2010).

**APA STYLE**

ANPAD Academic Journals use the American Psychological Association (APA) style for citations and references. Please find below a summary with examples of such style.

**General aspects**

**Comma use**

Commas are used to separate authors’ last names in **citations within the text body** as well as in the **reference list**.

**Examples**

Harrison, Newholm and Shaw (2005).
(Harrison, Newholm, & Shaw, 2005).


**Use of ‘and’**

When authors' names are used **outside of parentheses**, separate multiple authors’ names with commas while placing ‘and’ before the last author’s name.

**Examples**

Moody and White (2003).

Grant, Hardy, Oswick and Putnam (2004).

**Use of ‘&’**

When authors’ names are cited within parentheses, use the ‘&’ symbol before the last author’s name.

**Examples**

(Moody & White, 2003).

(Grant, Hardy, Oswick, & Putnam, 2004).

**In the reference list use ‘&’ before the last author’s name.**

**Examples**


**When to use ‘p.’ or ‘pp.’**

For direct quotes used in the body of the text and in the reference list, pages should be shown using ‘p.’ for a single page, and ‘pp.’ for two or more pages.

**In the text body**


**Reference list**


**Date of publication**

The **date of publication is an important element** and should be added to both citations within the body of the text, as well as in the reference list.

**Months and/or seasons of the year**

When necessary, add the month or season that specifies the publication (proceedings, conference presentations, monthly periodicals, newspapers, magazines, newsletters, and weekly/daily publications) **only in the reference list**, placed after the publication year.

The months and/or seasons of the year should be indicated in a non-abbreviated form, using the original language of the publication. They should be written with the first letter upper case (Ex. January).

**Works awaiting publication**
For works that have been accepted for publication, but are not yet published, place in the normal location for the date of publication 'in press'. Don't indicate a predicted publication date until the work is actually published.

In the text body

Huber and Lewis (in press).

(Huber & Lewis, in press).

Reference List


**When a publication date does not exist**

When a document cited does not have a publication date available, *n.d.* should be added (no date).

In the text body

Pérez-Nebra, Borges and Torres (n.d.).

(Pérez-Nebra, Borges, & Torres, n.d.).

Reference list


**Unpublished works**

For unpublished works, use the *copyright* year. For unpublished works, this is the year the work was produced.

---

**Citation of authors**

The method employed by the APA style is that of author-date, that is, the author’s last name and the date of publication (not including suffixes like Jr.). The text should be documented, citing the author and date of publication of any works researched or consulted. All authors cited in the text, and only those authors, should be included in the reference list with their complete information. This procedure is mandatory.

**One author**

The author’s last name should be written with the first letter in upper case and the rest lower case, independent of being within our outside of parentheses.

In the text body


(Morgan, 2006).

Reference list


**Two authors**

When the work has two authors, cite only the last names, followed by the publication date, each time the reference occurs in the text.

In the text body

Lee and Lings (2008).
(Lee & Lings, 2008).

Reference list

Three to five authors
When the work three, four or five authors, add all of the last names the first time the work is cited the first time within parentheses and the first time outside of parentheses, followed by the publication date. For subsequent citations, include only the first author’s last name, followed by et al. and the publication date.

In the text body
First citation within and outside of parentheses
(Chang, Lee, Fu, Lin, & Hsuech, 2007).


Subsequent citations
(Chang et al., 2007).

Chang et al. (2007).

Reference list

Exception
If two references with the same year appear identical when abbreviated, cite the last names of the first authors and as many other of the authors as necessary, followed by et al., to distinguish between the two references.

Examples
First citation
As in Bradley, Ramirez and Sôo (1994) and Bradley, Sôo, Ramirez and Brown (1994).

Subsequent citations
Bradley, Ramirez et al. (1994) and Bradley, Sôo et al. (1994).

Six or more authors
When a work has six or more authors, cite in the text only the first author’s last name, followed by et al. and the publication date, but add all of the authors’ names in the reference list.

In the text body
Scherer et al. (1987).

(Scherer et al., 1987).

Reference list

Exception
If two references with the same year appear identical when abbreviated, cite the last names of the first authors and as many other of the authors as necessary, followed by et al., to distinguish between the two references.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Snyder, Ilardi et al. (2000) and Snyder, Feldman et al. (2000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Snyder, Ilardi et al., 2000; Snyder, Feldman et al., 2000).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication with various authors, but with only the first author and/or editor identified</td>
<td>When a publication only lists the name of the first author and/or editor, place the first author's name in the text, followed by et al. and the publication date, and in the reference list only include the first author's name followed by the abbreviation for the related position (Ed. or Coord. or Org.), n/a et al. (n/a: not applicable, not announced) and the publication date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the text body</td>
<td>Thietart et al. (2001).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publications by the same author in the same year</td>
<td>Various documents published by the same author, published in the same year, should be identified by adding the suffixes a, b, and c, after the year, without a space. In the reference list, they should be ordered alphabetically by title.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the text body</td>
<td>Pettigrew (1992a, 1992b).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors with the same last name</td>
<td>When citing various authors having the same last name, the authors’ initials should be included in all citations within the text body, even if the publication dates are different.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the text body</td>
<td>J. B. Keys and Biggs (1990).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Authors with the same last names and identical initials

In this case, the authors’ entire names should be included in the text body, and in the reference list the first name should be inserted within brackets after the first name’s initial.

**In the text body**

Paul Janet, 1876.

(Paul Janet, 1876).

Pierre Janet, 1906.

(Pierre Janet, 1906).

**Reference list**


Individual organization as author

Corporations, associations, and governmental agencies, among others, should be written out in the first citation and abbreviated thereafter.

**In the text body**

First citation

World Tourism Organization (UNWTO, 2006).

(World Tourism Organization [UNWTO], 2006).

Subsequent citations


(UNWTO, 2006).

**Reference list**


**Exception**

If the organization’s name is short or if the abbreviation is not easily recognized, write it out each time it appears in the text.

Editor as author

When the author is also the Editor, place ‘Author’ instead of ‘Editor’.

**In the text body**

American Psychological Association (APA, 2003).

(APA, 2003).

**Reference list**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No author (including laws and decrees)</th>
<th>In the text cite the first words of the title, or the title in its entirety if it is short, and the year. In this case include legal data (Laws, Decrees, among others). In the reference list, place the title in the position of the author.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In the text body</td>
<td>Lei n. 6.880 (1980). (Lei n. 6.880, 1980).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous author</td>
<td>When the author of a work is designated as Anonymous, cite in the text the word ‘Anonymous’ for articles in English, followed by a comma and the publication date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary sources</td>
<td>For citations of a work discussed in a secondary source, indicate the author of the original work and the year (if possible), soon after adding ‘as cited in’, the author, year, and page of the secondary source where the citation is located. In the reference list, only list the data for the secondary source (the source that was actually used for consultation by the researcher). In the case of a direct quote, it is mandatory to include a page number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author with Jr., II, III etc. in the name</td>
<td>Don’t include suffixes such as Jr., II, III, etc., in citations found in the text. Instead, include them in the reference list after the last name and first initial, using a comma before the suffix.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Last names with prepositions and articles

For authors’ last names that contain articles and prepositions such as *de, do, dos, von, van, vu, la*, etc., disregard the prefix and treat it as part of the middle name.

#### In the text body

Boutellier, Gassmann and Zedtwitz (1999).

(Boutellier, Gassmann, & Zedtwitz, 1999).

#### Reference list


### Exception

In case the article or preposition are part of the last name, treat the prefix as part of the last name and place in the reference list by the alphabetical order of the prefix.

#### In the text body

DeCoster (2004).

(DeCoster, 2004).

#### Reference list


### Personal communications

When citing personal communications (letters, memorandums, electronic communications [email, discussion groups, message boards, and announcement boards] telephone conversations, and similar), because they are not data that can be recovered, **do not cite them in the reference list**. Therefore, cite personal communications only in the text itself. Supply the last name of the person, the initial, and the most precise date possible.

#### Example

T. K. Lutes (personal communication, April 18, 2001).

(T. K. Lutes, personal communication, April 18, 2001).

### Entire website

Citation of a website in its entirety should be placed within the body of the text as the complete website address and the date the research data was retrieved, and **does not need to be listed in the reference list**.

#### Example

This survey was accomplished in partnership with E-BIT (http://www.ebit.com.br, retrieved February 15, 2010), a Brazilian company specializing in Internet purchasing research.

Table 2 displays some examples of citations.
Table 2

Examples of citations with authors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of citations</th>
<th>First citation outside of parentheses</th>
<th>Subsequent citations</th>
<th>First citation within parentheses</th>
<th>Subsequent citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Three, four, or five authors</td>
<td>Chang, Lee, Fu, Lin and Hsueh (2007)</td>
<td>Chang et al. (2007)</td>
<td>(Chang, Lee, Fu, Lin, &amp; Hsueh, 2007)</td>
<td>(Chang et al., 2007)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Examples of citations

Citations with less than 40 words

Citations with less than 40 words should be incorporated within the text between Double quotation marks, such as.

Example

“They are typically antithetical dyads such as atomicity/continuum or analysis/synthesis, but also, occasionally, apola-triads such as constancy/evolution/catastrophic change” (Liu, 2006, p. 254).

Citations with more than 40 words

Citations with more than 40 words should be placed on a new line within an independent block, which is indented 1.5 cm from the paragraph’s left margin, without quotation marks, single spaced, and in 10 point font size.

Example

The author states that

as in Business Administration, all the strategic rationalization seeks first to distinguish the ‘environment’ and one ‘very own’, that is, the place of power, personal desire. Cartesian gesture, perhaps: circumscribe himself in a world bewitched by the invisible power of the Other (Certeau, 1990, p. 59).

How to cite your translated material

If the citation has been translated into English by the submitting author, include the term our translation.

Dain (2007, p. 1863, our translation) states “health cost is not synonymous to waste of resources. Therefore, health care managers at all levels of the government must ensure the quality of their expenditure and the rationalization and reduction of costs”.

How to organize works presented within parentheses

Citations of two or more works within the same parentheses should be organized in the same order in which they appear in the reference list.
Organize two or more works by the same authors in the order (ascending) of publication date.

Example


Organize two or more works by the same authors in the order (ascending) of publication date. Citations of works in production (in press) should be listed last.

Example


Citations of various authors in the same parentheses should be organized alphabetically by the last names of the first authors. Separate the citations by a semicolon.

Example


Exception

One citation can be separated from the other citations within the same parentheses by inserting a phrase before the remaining citations, which should be placed in alphabetical order.

Example

(Minor, 2001; see also Adams, 1999; Storandt, 2007)


Citations in notes

When an author was not, at any moment, cited within the body of the text, but is present in the notes (end notes), include complete reference information only in the body of the note.

Example

Note

1 In the works by Battat, J., Frank, I., & Shen, X. (1996). Suppliers to multinationals: Linkages programs to strengthen local companies in developing countries. Washington, DC: Foreign Investment Advisory Service, The World Bank, this transition is noted.

Examples of references

The complete reference list should be included at the end of the text and in alphabetical order by the first authors' last names; reference with numbers should be listed as if the numbers were spelled out, following the APA style instructions.

Organization of the reference list

The reference list should be placed in alphabetical order by the first authors' last names. Reference with numbers should be listed as if the numbers were spelled out, following the APA style instructions.

Works with the same first author should be organized by publication date, with the oldest article listed first.

Examples

|----------|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

**Works by the same first author which precede works by multiple authors.**

|----------|------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

**Works with the same first author with different second or third authors should be organized alphabetically by the last name of the second author or, if the second author is the same, by the last name of the third author, and so on.**

|----------|------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

**Works with the same first author (or the same two or more authors in the same order) with the same publication date, should be placed in alphabetical order by the title.**

|----------|------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

**Works by different authors with the same last name should be placed in alphabetical order by the authors’ first names.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Authors with hyphenated first names</strong></th>
<th>If the author's first name is hyphenised, include the hyphen and include a period after each initial.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Titles of books, articles, and academic works</strong></th>
<th>Only the first letter of the first word should be upper case, with the exception of proper names, commercial names, and universities.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Typographic resource</strong></th>
<th>The <em>italic typographic resource</em> should be used to highlight publication titles.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Abbreviations</strong></th>
<th>The use of periods in reference abbreviations.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examples</strong></td>
<td>(From Chapter 2, Vol. 1, 2nd ed., p. 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ed. (edition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rev. Ed. (Revised edition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ed. (Eds.) (Editor/Editors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trans. (Translator/Translators)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n.d. (no date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p. (pp.) (page/pages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vol. (Vols.) (Volume/Volumes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nº (Number)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suppl. (Supplement)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Works without titles</strong></th>
<th>Indicate the authors and publication date; between brackets indicate that the material is a description of the publication, not a title; do not use italics. Add the publication location, editor and/or necessary information to locate the document.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| **Edition, report number, volume number, etc.** | Indicate additional information concerning publication to help identify and access a work (edition, report number, volume number, etc.) soon after the title and within parentheses. Do not use a period between the title and the parentheses.

First editions do not need to be specified; it is only necessary to start including this information starting with the second edition. **Editions** should be placed within parentheses with their number after Nº, **and not in superscript, as in**: 2nd ed.
| --- | --- |

**Publication location**

Publication location should be indicated based upon the following criteria:

- **Books**: indicate the city of publication; in the case that the city is unknown, indicate the state.

**Examples**

| --- | --- |

**Dissertations, Theses, Proceedings/Annals, Working Papers, Reports, Flyers and other isolated, non-periodical publications**: indicate the city, state and country.

**Examples**

| --- | --- |

**Types of references**

**Books**

**Complete book**

In the case that the city where the Editor is located is not well known, add either the state or the country (use abbreviations for states). Place a colon after the location. If two or more publication locations are listed, indicate the first location listed in the book or, if specified, the Editor’s headquarters.

Last name, First initial (capitalized followed by a period). (Publication year within parentheses). *Title: subtitle* (if any) (additional information, if any). Publication location: Editor.

**Example**


**Complete book with editors**

Last name, First initial (capitalized followed by a period). (Ed. or Coord. or Org.). (Publication year within parentheses). *Title: subtitle* (if any) (additional information, if any). Publication location: Editor.

**Example**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Edited book with only one author and one editor</strong></th>
<th>Place the author first, and then add the editor within parentheses after the title. Last name, First initial (capitalized followed by a period). (Publication year within parentheses). <strong>Title:</strong> <strong>subtitle</strong> (if any) (First letter of editor’s first name, abbreviated and capitalized, followed by a period. Last name, Ed.). (additional information, if any). Publication location: Editor.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Book with additional information</strong></th>
<th>Any additional information supplied in the publication for the identification and access of the work (edition, report number, volume, etc.) should be indicated within parentheses soon after the title, and before the page numbers (Vol. 1, 2nd ed., p. 6). Don’t use a period between the title and the parentheses.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Book chapter</strong></th>
<th>Last name, First initial (capitalized followed by a period). (Publication year within parentheses). <strong>Title:</strong> <strong>subtitle</strong> (if any) (chapter number, pages). Publication location: Editor.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Book chapter, edited</strong></th>
<th>An edited book chapter should be presented in the following format: Last name, First initial (capitalized followed by a period). (Publication year within parentheses). <strong>Title:</strong> <strong>subtitle</strong> (if any) (chapter number, pages). Publication location: Editor.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Observations</strong></td>
<td>Indicate the initials and last name for all of the editors preceded by ‘In’ (for extensive reference books that a large editorial council, identifying the chief editor, followed by et al. is sufficient). In the case that there are only two names, place ‘&amp;’ before the second name without a comma, and for three names or more place ‘&amp;’ before the last name and use a comma to separate the names. Place after the final last name, within parentheses, the identification (Ed./Eds. or Coord./Coords. or Org./Orgs). Indicate within parentheses, after the title, other additional elements (edition, volume, among others) that are important to access the work and the chapter. These elements precede the number of pages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Revised edition** | Add within parentheses after the Title (Ed. rev.), for articles in Portuguese, and (Rev. ed.) for articles in English. Last name, First initial (capitalized followed by a period). (Publication year within parentheses). **Title:** **subtitle** (if any) (Ed. Ver. or Rev. ed.). Publication location: Editor. |
**Example**


**Collection**

Last name, First initial (capitalized followed by a period). (Publication year within parentheses). *Title: subtitle* (if any) (Vol., ed., pp.). (Add the collection name). Publication location: Editor.

**Example**


**Antique or translated works**

In the case of a very old work, cite the original publication date for the work, followed by the year of the version used as actual reference, or the year of translation, when the original date is unknown, add ‘versão’ for articles in Portuguese, and ‘version’ for articles in English.

In the reference list indicate within parentheses, after the title, the name of the translators, (use ‘Trans.’) followed by the publication location, editor and, within parentheses, the publication year of the original article.

Last name, First initial (capitalized followed by a period). (Publication year within parentheses). *Title: subtitle* (if any) (additional information (if any) and translator’s First initial. Last name, Trans.). Publication location: Editor. (Original work published and add the publication year).

**In the text body**

(Piaget, 1936/1952)

**In the reference list**


---

**Academic journals/periodicals**

Academic journals should contain all additional important information necessary to identify and access the work soon after the title. Indicate the volume number (in *italics*), edition number (when available), pages and the Digital Object Identifier (DOI)

**Complete periodical/journal**

In order to cite a complete edition of a periodical/journal in its entirety, indicate the authors of the edition, the title, volume, and (edition number within parentheses).

**Example**


**Exception**

In the case where an edition does not have editors, place the title in the position of the author.

**Printed articles with DOI**

Include the DOI number, when available, after the volume number (in *italics*), edition number (when available and within parentheses) and pages.

**Example**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Printed articles without DOI</td>
<td>Last name, First initial (capitalized followed by a period). (Publication year within parentheses). Article Title, Journal/Periodical name, volume (edition number within parentheses) pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplement to a printed article</td>
<td>Add within parentheses after the volume number ‘Suppl.’, and the number if available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editorial</td>
<td>Signed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article from a monthly Magazine</td>
<td>Indicate the year and month for monthly periodicals and add the volume/number/ collection/section, (if available) and pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article from a weekly periodical</td>
<td>Indicate the year, month and day for weekly periodicals, adding the volume/number/collection/section (if available), and pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article in a newspaper</td>
<td>Indicate the year, month, and day, adding the number/collection/section and the number of pages, preceded by p. or pp.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Article in an informative bulletin

Indicate the date presented for the edition (year, month, day), adding the number/collection/section and the number of pages, preceded by p. or pp. Last name, First initial (capitalized, followed by a period) (year, month and day of publication). Article title. Bulletin/Paper name, number/collection/section, pages.

#### Example


### Electronic periodical

Use ‘Retrieved from’ and add the link (web address) to access the article.

#### Example


### Electronic version of a printed periodical

Add between brackets, after the article title [Electronic version].

#### Example


### Online articles with DOI

Include the DOI, when available, for online articles after the access link (web address).

#### Example


### Online articles without DOI

Add the link (web address) to access the document after the volume, number and pages.

#### Example


### Academic meetings

#### Annals / proceedings

Indicate, within parentheses, the event’s publication year, followed by the month. Soon after the event’s complete name, add the city, state, country, and event number. Last name, First initial. (year, publication month). Work title. Complete name for the event, city, state, country, event number.

#### Example

**Poster session or paper presentation at meetings and symposia**

Indicate within parentheses, the event’s publication year, followed by the month. Soon after the title, add the presentation session, city, state, country, and event number.

**Example**


---

**Dissertations, theses, monographies, and capstone projects**

**Printed Dissertations and Theses**

Last name, First initial (capitalized, followed by a period). (year of publication). *Article title*. (Type of document). Affiliated institution, city, state, country.

**Example**


**Dissertations or Theses published on university websites**

In the case of dissertations and theses available for consultation in a university’s digital library, add the web address used to access the work.

**Example**


---

**Electronic media**

**Electronic or digital documents**

Electronic documents **should indicate the publication year**, or in the case of a source that is regularly updated, add the most recent update date. Indicate, after the title, sufficient information to locate the material. Use the term ‘Retrieved’. The web address should be complete, allowing for immediate access to the document.

**Example**


**Electronic data archive/file or database**

Indicate the author or primary collaborator, the publication date (should be the year in which the data archive/file or database were first made available). Indicate the title and, within brackets after the title, identify the source as a data archive/file or database. Don’t use a period between the title and the material within brackets. Indicate the location and name of the data supplier. Use the terms ‘Retrieved’. The electronic (web) address should be complete, allowing immediate access to the document.
It is not necessary to include when you consult that source, except if this material is subject to frequent change, such as Wikipedia entries. Because this information is designed to be constantly updated, it’s important to let readers know when you retrieved it.

**Examples**


**Database**

Indicate the authors or primary collaborators, the publication date (should be the year in which the database was first made available), the dataset title, the data repository or archive, the database version, and the global persistent identifier.

**Examples**


Hanmer, Michael J.; Banks, Antoine J., White, Ismail K., 2013, “Replication data for: Experiments to Reduce the Over-reporting of Voting: A Pipeline to the Truth”, Harvard Dataverse, V1, http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/DVN/22893UNF:5:eJOVajDU0E0jzSQ2bRCg9g==

**Personal communications**

Citation of personal communications (letters, memorandums, electronic communications [email, discussion boards, message boards, and electronic alerts], telephone conversations and similar). As these do not consist of recoverable data, do not include them in the reference list. Only cite personal communications within the body of the text. Supply the initials, the last name of the communicator and the most exact date possible.

**Examples**

T. K. Lutes (personal communication, April 18, 2001).

(T. K. Lutes, personal communication, April 18, 2001).

**Entire website**

Citation of a website in its entirety should be placed within the body of the text as the complete website address and the date the research data was retrieved, and does not need to be listed in the reference list.

**Example**

This survey was accomplished in partnership with E-BIT (http://www.ebit.com.br, retrieved February 15, 2010), a Brazilian company specializing in Internet purchasing research.

**Computer, software, or programming language programs**

- If the individual has the authoring rights to the software, indicate their name as author; in other cases, treat such references as works without authors.
- Within brackets, soon after the title or additional information needed to identify and recover the source, identify the source as: a computer, programming language, or software program. Don’t use a period between the title and the material within brackets.
- Indicate the location and the name of the organization that produced the work in place of an Editor.
### Examples

- Indicate any additional information necessary to recover and identify the source between parentheses at the end of the title (for example, version number, if they are not part of the software).
- To reference a manual, give the same information. However, within the brackets after the title, identify the source as a computer program or software manual.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Retrieved from</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Internet Message boards, Electronic Mailing lists, and other online communities

- “The Internet offers several options for people around the world to sponsor and join discussions devoted to particular subjects. These options include blogs, newsgroups, online forums and discussion groups, and electronic mailing lists” (APA, 2010, p. 214).
- “If the author’s full name is available, list the last name first followed by initials. If only a screen name is available, use the screen name…. Provide the exact date of the posting” (APA, 2010, p. 215).

Examples of the Message posted to a newsgroup, online forum, or discussion group:

- Rampersad, T. (2005, June 8). Re: Traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expressions [Online forum comment]. Retrieved from [http://www.wipo.int/roller/comments/ipisforum/Weblog/theme_eight_how_can_cultural#comments](http://www.wipo.int/roller/comments/ipisforum/Weblog/theme_eight_how_can_cultural#comments)

Examples of the Message posted to an electronic mailing list:


Examples of the Blog post:


A blog comment would be referenced as follows:

**Note:** In the second example a screen name is used for the author name. The author has adopted a nickname, or screen name, to use when posting comments to this web log.


Examples of the Video blog post:

Manuals, textbooks, working papers, reports, and others

Manuals, unpublished documents, brochures, talking points

Include, after the title, the type of publication within brackets.

Example

Working paper


Technical and research reports

In the case that the responsible organization has assigned a number to the report, indicate this within parentheses after the title. Add the city and state of publication, the exact name of the specific department, division, agency, or institute that published or produced the report.

Example


Interview or Testimony
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